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Saint-V enant' s problem for inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
elastic solids with microstructure 

D. IE~AN (IASSY) 

THE PRESENT paper is concerned with Saint-Venant's problem for inhomogeneous and aniso
tropic cylinders in the linear theory of elasticity with microstructure. The elastic coefficients 
are independent of the axial coordinate. The problem is solved using four generalized plane 
strain problems. 

W ~racy zaj~to si~ zagadnieniem Saint-Venanta dla niejednorodnego walca anizotropowego 
z mikrostruktur~. Wsp61czynniki spr~i:ystosci nie zale~ od zmiennej osiowej. Zagadnienie 
rozwi~zuje si~ za pomoc~ czterech uog6lnionych problem6w plaskiego stanu odksztalcenia. 

B Hacronmeii pa6oTe paccMaTpHBaeTCH aa,gaqa CeH-BeHaHa ,gnn Heo,gHopo,gHhiX H aHH30-
TpOIDihiX q:an:HH,gpoB B TeopHH ynpyroCTH c Mm<pocrpyi<Typoii. YnpyrHe Ko3<l>qml.lHeHTbi 
He 3aBHCHT OT aKCHaJibHOH I<OOp,gHHaTbl. 3a_gaqa paapewaeTCH npH llOMOII.lH t:IeTbipex o6o6I.QeH
HhiX nnocKHX aa,gaq, 

1. Introduction 

IN THIS PAPER we consider Saint-Venant's problem in Mindlin's linear theory of elasticity 
with microstructure [1]. The theory of media with microstructure was developed in various 
papers (see e.g. [1-4]). The relation between these papers was discussed in. [5]. In the 
linear theory of Cosserat elasticity, Saint-Venant's problem for homogeneous and isotropic 
solids was studied in [6, 7]. 

In this paper, using the results established in [7, 8], we study Saint-Venant's problem 
for inhomogeneous and anisotropic elastic cylinders with microstructure. We assume that 
the elastic coefficients are independent of the axial coordinate and are prescribed func
tions of the remaining coordinates. In the first part of the paper we define the generalized 
plane strain and give an existence theorem. In the second part we solve Saint-Venant's 
problem using four generalized plane strain problems. 

2. Statement of the problem 

Throughout this paper V denotes the interior of a right cylinder of length I with the 
open cross-section L: and the lateral boundary B. We call oV the boundary of V and 
denote by L the boundary of the generic cross-section E. Moreover, a rectangular Cartesian 
coordinate system Oxk (k = 1, 2, 3) is used. The rectangular Cartesian coordinate frame 
is chosen such that the x 3-axis is parallel to the generators of V and the x1 Ox2 -plane 
contains one of the terminal sections. We call E<0> the cross-section located at x 3 = 0 
and };<1> the cross-section which lies in the plane x3 = I. 
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420 D. IE$AN 

We shall employ the usual summation and differentiation conventions: Greek sub
scripts are understood to range_ over the integers (1, 2), whereas Latin subscripts to the 
range (1, 2, 3); summation over repeated subscripts is implied and subscripts preceded 
by a comma denote partial differentiation with respect to the corresponding Cartesian 
coordinate. 

The basic equations of the static theory of elastic solids with microstructure, in absence 
of body-forces and body double-forces, are: 

the equilibrium equations 

(2.1) 

the constitutive equations 

(2.2) 

the geometrical equations 

(2.3) 
1 

8·· = -(U· ·+U· ·) IJ 2 I,J J,l ' 

In the above relations we have used the following notations: -r11-the classical stress 
tensor, O'ii-the relative stress tensor, ,u11~. -the couple-stress tensor, eii-the classical 
infinitesimal strain tensor, Yii-the relative deformation tensor, " 111-the microdeforma
tion gradient tensor, u1-the displacement vector, cp11-the microdeformation tensor, 
C11,s, G,s11 , ... , A 1ikp_4,-the elastic coefficients. The elastic coefficients satisfy the sym
metry relations 

(2.4) 

The surface tractions and double-tractions acting at a point x on the oriented surface 
S ·are given by 

(2.5) 

where ni are the direction cosines of the exterior normal to S at x. 
The cylinder is supposed to be free of lateral loading so that we have the conditions 

(2.6) 

where (n1 , n2 , 0) are the direction cosines of the exterior normal to lateral surface. 
The load of the cylinder is distributed over its ends in a way which fulfills the equi

librium conditions of a rigid body. We assume that the loading applied on .E<0 > is statically 
equivalent to a force R(R1) and a moment M(M1). 

Saint-Venant's problem consists in determining a solution of Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) which 
satisfies the conditions (2.6) and the conditions on .E<0 >. 
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In this paper we consider an inhomogeneous medium for which 

(2.7) 

We assume that the domain 1: is C00-smooth [9]. The functions Ciirs• Biirs• G 1irs• 

Fiikrs• D;ikrs• A;jkpqr are supposed to belong to coo. We consider only a "C00-:theory" but 
it is possible to obtain a classical solution of the problem for more general assumptions 
of regularity. We have chosen this way so as to emphasize best our method for the solu
tion of the underlying problem. 

3. . The generalized plane strain 

Foil owing [8] we define the state of generalized plane strain of the cylinder to be that 
state in which the functions u1 and f/Jii depend only on x 1 and x 2 

(3.1) 

The above restrictions imply that e;i, 'Yii• "iib -r;h a;i, #tik are functions only x 1 and x 2 • 

The equilibrium equations with the body-forces fi and body double-forces Lii can be 
written in the form 

(3.2) 'fa:i,a + Uai,a: + Ji = 0, 

from which it follows that the state of generalized plane strain demands that the com
ponents of body force vector and body double-force tensor be independent of X3. 

The geometricai equations lead to 

1 
eap = 2 (ua.p+up.a:), ea3 = 2 u 3,a:, e33 = 0, 

(3.3) 

The constitutive equations become 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

'la:i = Caijpejp+G~eja:i'Yki+F{Jrsa:i"Prs• 
U;j = G;jrpe,p+Bkrii'Ykr+Dij{Jrs"fJrs• 

/-taij = Faijr{Jerp+Drsaij'Yrs+Aa:ijBrsU{Jrs• 

TJj = c3ijpejp + Grj3i'Yri+ Fprs3i"fJrs• 

/-t3ij = F3ijr{Jerp+Drs3ij'Yrs+A3ij{JrsU{Jrs· 

Let us assume that on the lateral surface of the cylinder we have the conditions 

(3.6) 

Obviously the functions P1 and Q;i must be independent of X3. 
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422 D. I~A.N 

The generalized plane strain problem consists in de terming of the functions ui, fPii which 
satisfy Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4) in L: and the boundary conditions (3.6) on L. The functions 
\-3h /-lJii can be calculated after the components ui and fPiJ have been determined. 

The conditions of equilibrium for the cylinder can be written in the form 

J fida+ J Pids = 0, 

(3.7) 
I L 

J e3ap(Xa/p+L«p)da+ J e3ap(xaPp+Q«p)ds = 0; 
I F 

J (x2!3+L23-L32)da+ J (x2P3+Q23 -Q32)ds- J (r32+a32)da = 0, 

(3.8) 
I L I 

J (xtf3+Ll3-L3t)da+ J (x1P3+Qt3-Q3t)ds- J (r3t +a31)da = 0, 
I L I 

where eiJk is the alternating symbol. 
The conditions (3.8) are identically satisfied on the basis of the relations (3.2) and 

(3.6); thus 

J (r32+a32)da = J (r23+a23+a32-a23.)da = Jrr23+a23+x2(TaJ,a+aa3,a+/3) 
I I I 

+ L23- L32 + /-la23,a- /-la32,otl da = J {[x2 ( Ta3 + C1a3)1.a + x2f3 + L23- L32 
I 

+f.l«23,«-/-la32,a}da = J (x2P3+Q23-Q32)ds+ J (x2/3+L23-L32)da. 
L I 

In a similar way we can prove that the second condition from Eqs. (3.8) is satisfied. 
Using the results established in [9], as in [8], we can prove 
THEOREM 3.1. The boundary value problem (3.2)-(3.4), (3.6) has a solution belonging 

to coo(f) if and only if the coo functionsfi, Lib Ph Qii satisfy the conditions (3.7). 
In what follows we will use four special problems A<s>(s = 1, 2, 3, 4) of generalized 

plane strain for the domain I. The problems A<s> correspond to the systems of loading 
{Jr>, LW, Pfs>, Q1J>} where 

(3.9) 

JJf1> = [(Cai33 + G33«i+ Gai33 + B33ai)ev{J3 Xv+ (D«i3mn+ F3mnai)enm{JJ.a, 

/l3
) = [(C«ie3 +G3p«i+ Gaip3 +B3pai)epp3Xp+ (Dai3mn+F3mnai)enm3Lu 

/14
> = (Cai33+G33«i+Gai33+B33«i),rz, 

LW = [(Faij33 + D33aij)evp3Xv+ Aaij3mnenmBJ.a+ (Gij33 + B33ij)evp3Xv+ Dij3mnenm{J' 

L~J> = [(Faijp3 + D3p«ij)epp3Xp+ Aaij3mnenm31.a + (B3aij+ Gija3)e«{I3X{J + Dij3mnenm3, 

L~j> = (FaiJ33 + D33aiJ),a + Gii33 + B33ii, on L:, 

P[P> = -[(C«i33 +G33«i+ Gai33 +B33«i)evp3Xv+ (Dai3mn+F3mn«i)enm{JJna, 

pp>= -[(Caip3 +G3p«i+Gaip3 +B3p«i)e11p3Xp+ (Dai3mn+F3mnai)enm3Jna, 
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(3.9) 
[C()nt.) 

P~4) = -(Cxi33+G33ai+Gai33+B33ai)ncz, 

QW> = -[(Faij33+D33aij)e,p3x,+Aaij3mnenmp]na, 

Q~J> = - [(Faije3 + D3eai)eef33 Xp + Aaij3rsesr3]na, 

Q~j> = - (Faii33 +D33aii)na, on L. 

We denote by {v~s>, cpfj>, c~j>. y1J>, xw, rW, aw, t.tfik} (s = l' 2, 3, 4) the elastic states 
corresponding to the plane strain problems A<s>. Thus we have 

(3.10) 

and 

(3.11) 

It is easy to show that the necessary and sufficient conditions (3. 7) for the existence 
of the solution are satisfied for each boundary value problem A<s>. In what follows 
we assume that the functions v~s>, cp~J> (s = 1 , 2, 3, 4) are known. 

4. Extension, bending and torsion 

Let the loading applied on I:<0> be statically equivalent to a force R(O, 0, R3 ) and 
a moment M(Mi). Thus, for x 3 = 0 we have the following conditions: 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

J (r33 +a33)da = -R3, 
1: 

J [xa( T33 + a33) + ,U3cx3- ,U33a]da = eap3 Mp. 
1.: 

f e3atl [xa( T 3{3 + a3p) + ,U3ap]da = -M 3 . 

1: 

The problem consists in solving Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) with the conditions (2.6), (4.1)-(4.4). 
We try to solve this problem assuming that 

4 

Ua = ea{J3(-~bpX3+b3xp)x3+ .LbsV~s>, 
s=l 

4 

(4.5) U3 = (e3apXabp+b4 )x3 + .L hsvc;>, 
s=l 

4 

'Pii = eiikbkx3 + .,L hscpW, 
s=l 

where v~s>, cpU> are the solutions of the problems A<s>, and b, are unknown constants. 
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From Eqs. (2.3) and (4.5) we get 

4 

~b (S) EafJ = .L,.; s Eap ' 
s=l 

D. I~AN 

4 4 

(4.6) c33 = e311 fJX11 hp+b4, Yai = I hsY~~>, Y3a = ea{J3b3x{J+ I b!oy<;~, 
S= I 

4 

Y33 = e3«fJXabfl+b4 +I hsY~sl' 
s=l 

4 

- ~b (S) U«jk - ~ sUajk' 
s=l 

S= I 

Taking into account Eqs. (4.6), from Eqs. (2.2) we obtain 
4 

Tjj = (Cij33 +G33ij)(e3afJXahp+b4)+(Cij«3 +G3aij)eap3b3x{J+F3mnijenmrb,.+ I hs rW' 
S= 1 

3 

(4.7) aij = (Gi}33 + B33ij)(eJa{JXahp+b4)+(BJaij+ Gija3)e«{J3b3Xp+ Di}Jmnenmrb,.+ I bsaW, 
S= 1 

4 

+Aijk3mnenmrb,.+ I hs~-tm· 
S= 1 

The equilibrium (2.1) and the boundary c~&nditions (2.6) are satisfied on the basis 
of the relations (3.10), (3.11 ), (3.9). The coiJditions ( 4.1) are identically satisfied on the 
basis of the equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions (2.6). Thus for the first 
condition of (4.1) we have 

J (TJt +a31)da = J (rtJ+atJ+aJt-atJ)da = j[rt3+at3+xt(TcxJ,oc+a(XJ,x) 
E E E 

+i-toct3.oc-ftoc31.oc]da = J {[xl(Ta:J+aa:J)J.oc+i-toctJ,oc-#a:JL.oc}da 
E 

= J [xl ( Ta:J + aa:J)noc + ft:x 13 noc- ftoc31 na:]ds = 0. 
L 

In a similar way we can prove that the second condition of Eqs. (4.1) is satisfied. 
The relations (4;7) can be written in the form 

(4.8) 

where 

(4.9) 

4 4 4 

Ttj = Ibst/j>, ail = I hsn~j>, P,iJk = I hsmUL 
s=l s=l s=l 

t1j> = (C;JJJ + GJJiJ)evpJxv+ FJmniJenmfJ + r~f>, 
t:J> = (C;ja:J+GJa:ij)ea:fJJXfJ+F3mnijenm3+rU>, 

t1f> = cij33 + G33ij + -r~j>, 
n<fj> = (Gi}33+B33ij)evpJX,+Dij3mnenmfJ+a~j>, 
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(4.9) 
(cont.] 

n~J> = (B3rzii+Giirx3)ecxfl3xfl+Dii3mnenm3+af]>, 

n~j> = Gii33+B33ii+a~j>, 

m~11 = (FiJk33 + D33iik) evfl3 X,+ A iik3mn enmfl + fl~1l, 
m~Ji = (Fijkcx3 + D3cxijk) eafl3 Xp +A ijk3mn enm3 + p,~Jl' 
m~jJ = Fiik33 + D33iik + p,~ji,. 

425 

From Eqs. (4.2)-(4.4), (4.9) we obtain the following system for the unknown constants 

4 

}; Drxsbs = erxfJ3 Mp, 
.1'=1 

(4.10) 
4 4 

}; D3sbs = -R3' }; D4s.b!> = -M3, 
.1'=1 .1'= 1 

where we have used the notations 

(4.11) D - Jr (f(S)+ (S))+ (S) (S) ]d rxs - Xrx 33 Jl33 m3rt3- m33rt (], 

I.: 

D3s = J (t~s1 + n~5l)da, 
I.: 

D4s = J e3cxp[Xcx(tW+n~5J)+m~~fJ]da, s = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
I.: 

Let us prove that the system (4.10) determines the constants bs (s = 1, 2, 3, 4). We 
assume that the internal energy density 

(4.12) 

is a positive definite quadratic form. In Eq. (4.12) we used the notation u = {ui, CJ>ik}· Let 
us consider two elastic states {ui, cpii, ... , ~tiid and {ui', cpij, ... , p,~}k}· If we denote 

(4.13) 

it follows that 

(4.14) U(u', u") ,; U(u", u'), U(u, u) = U(u). 

It is easy to obtain the reciprocity relation 

(4.15) 2 J U(u', u")dv = J (Tiui' +Miicpij)da = J (Ti'ui+Mijcpii)da. 
.v av av 

Obviously, 

(4.16) 2j U(u)dv = J (Tiui+Miicpu)da. 
v av 
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The relations (4.5) can be written in the form 

4 

(4.17) fJ/ij = }; bs1pfj>, 
s=1 

where 

(4.18) u~3 > = ecxp 3 XpX3 +v~
3>, u~3 > = v~3 > u~4> = v~4> ,~ 

u~4> = x 3 +v~
4>, "P~J> = eiikx3 + q;fj>, q;~f> = "P}f>. 

It is easy to see that 
4 

(4.19) U(u) = }; U,sb,b~, 
r,s= 1 

where 

(4.20) 

The total elastic energy is 
4 

(4.21) E = J. U(u)dv = }; E,sbrbs, 
V r,s= 1 

where 

(4.22) 

We note that 

(4.23) 

and 

(4.24) 

Taking into account Eqs. ( 4.23) and ( 4.24) we get 

(4.25) J (t~~+n~s~)da = 0. 
I 

Let us apply the relations (4.15), (4.16) to the elastic states {u~s>, 1p1}>, ... , mfJi}, 
(s = I, 2, 3, 4). Using the relations (4.18), (4.25), we obtain 

(4.26) 

From Eqs. (4.26) and (4.21) it follows 

(4.27) det (D,s) i= 0, 

:so that the system (4.10) uniquely determines the constants bs. The problem is therefore 
solved. 
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5. Flexure 

Let us assume that the loading applied on .E<O) is statically equivalent to a force 
R(R1 , R2 , 0) and a moment M(O, 0, 0). Thus, for x 3 = 0 we have the following 
conditions 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

J ( r 3cx + a 3cx) da = - Rcx, 
,. 

J ( r 33 + a33)da = 0, 
1:: 

J[xcx(r33 +a33)+p3:x3-p33cx]da = 0, 
)..' 

f eJafJ [Xcx( T3p + 0'3p) + /lJcxp]da = 0. 
)..' 

The problem consists in solving Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) with the conditions (2.6), (5.1)-(5.4). 
We call the solution (4.5) the primary solution and denote by u[b,.] the vector {uh 9?rs} 

with the components ( 4. 5), indicating its dependence on the constants b,.. Let v = {vt. 1J'rs} 
be a vector with the components vi = vi(x1 , x 2), 1Jirs = 1p,.s(x1 , x 2 ). In what follows we 
assume that the functions vi> 1J'rs aad the constants b,., c,. (r = 1, 2, 3, 4) are unknown 
and we seek the solution u = {ui, 9?rs} of the flexure problem in the form 

X3 

(5.5) u = u[b,.]+ f u[c,.]dx3+v, 
0 

i.e., 

4 

(5.6) u3 = (e3cxpXcxhp+b4)x3 +-~(e3ocpXocCp+c4)x~+ };(hs+x3 cs)v~>+vJ, 
S= 1 

4 

(/Jij = eiik(bkxJ+ ~ ckx~)+ };(hs+x3cs)9?~P+1J'ii· 
S= 1 

From Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (5.6) we obtain 

Tij = (CijJJ + GJJij)[(eJIXfJXcxhp +b4)+ (~JcxpXcxCp +c4)x3] + (Cijoc3 

4 

+G3cxii)ecxp3(bJ +x3c3)xp+ r (bs+xJcs) r}j> +FJmnijenmr(b,. +xJ c,.)+ tii+Kii• 
S= 1 

(5.7) aii = (GiJ33 + B33ii)[(e3cxfJXochp +b4) + (e31XfJXocCp +c4)xJ] 

+ (B31Xij+ GijiX3)el%83(b3 +x3 CJ)xp+ Dij3mnenmr(b,. +x3 c,.)+nij+ Hij, 

1-liik = (Fiik33 + DJJiik)[(e31XfJx1XbfJ +b4)+ (e31XfJxiXcfJ + c4)x3] + (FiikcxJ 
4 

+ D3cxiik)e1Xp3(b3 +xJ c3)xp + AiikJmnenmr(b,. +x3 c,.) + .2,; (hs+XJ cs)Pm +miit+ Riit• 
s=1 

5 Arch. Mech. Stos. or 3/77 
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where 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

an.d 

(5.10) 

tij = Cijrperp+Grst/Y}rs+Fprsi/~'{Jrs' 
nii = GiirfJe,p+B,,ii'YJrs+DtifJrs'~'fJrs' 

mtik = Ftikrpe,p+DrstJk'YJrs+AtikfJrs'~'fJrs' 

4 

Kii = }; [cs(Ctik3 + G3kti)v~s> + F3qriJ(/J~~>], 
8= 1 

4 

Hu = }; [cs(Glik3 + B3kti)v~8> + DtJ3qr(/)~~], 
s=1 

4 

Rfik = }; [c,(Ftjkr3 + D3rijk)v~8> + Atjk3qr(/)~~] · 
8= 1 

~sing the notations ( 4.9) we can write 

(5.11) 

4 

1:11 = };Cb,+x3c8)tW+t11 +K11 , 
S= 1 

4 

uli = }; (b8+x3c8)nU>+n11 +Hii, 
8= 1 

4 

Ptik = }; (b8+x3c8)mfjl+mtik+RtJk· 
8= 1 

On the basis of the relations ( 4.23) the equilibrium equations reduce to 

(5.12) 

where 
4 

F, = Kat,a+Hat,a+}; c,(t~~>+nW), 
(5.13) 

s=1 

4 

Gii = Ratj,a+Hij+}; c,m~i~· 
s=1 

In view of the relations (4.24) the conditions on the lateral surface become 

(5.14) 

where 

(5.15) 

D. ]E~AN 
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Thus, the functions vb 1J1rs are the components of the displacement vector and micro
deformation tensor in the generalized plane stra-in problem (5.8), (5.9), (5.12), (5.14). The 
necessary and sufficient conditions to solve this problem are 

(5.16) J F,da+ J Pids = 0, J e3rxp(xaFfJ + Grxp)da+ J e3rxp(XrxPp+qr~.p)ds = 0. 
1: L 1: L 

The first two conditions (5.16) are satisfied in view of the· relations (5.13), (5.15), 
(4.25). From the remaining conditions we get 

(5.17) 
4 

y D,sCs = 0, r = 3, 4, 
..:...../ 
s=l 

where D,s are given by Eqs. ( 4.11). 
Taking into account the equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions (2.6) we 

can write 

(5.18) I (TJt +a31)da =I (Tt3+at3+a31 -a13)da = J [Tt3+at3+xt('ra3,a+aa3.a 
1: I I 

+ T33,3 + G33,3) + ,Uu3,i- #i3t, ,]da = J [xl ( Trz3 + Ga3)ncx + (,urx13- ,Ua3l)na]ds 
L 

+ J [xt(T33+a33),3+,U3t3,3-,u331,3]da = J [xt(T33+a33),3+,U3t3,3-,U33t,3]da. 
I 1: 

In a similar way we have 

(5.19) J (-r32+a32)da = j[xt(T33+a33),3+,U323,3-,U332,3]da. 
1: 1: 

Using Eqs. (5.11), (5.18), (5.19), (4.11) the conditions (5.1) reduce to 
4 

(5.20) .r Dascs = -R,_. 
.1= 1 

The system (5.17), (5.20) uniquely determines the constants Cs· Thus the conditions 
(5.16) are satisfied and in what follows we assume that the functions v1, 1J1rs are known. 

Let us consider now the conditions (5.2)-(5.4). From Eqs. (5.11) and (5.2)-(5.4) we 
obtain the following system for the unknown constants hs: 

(5.21) 

where 

(5.22) 

4 

_2; D,:.bs = d, r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
S=l 

da. = - J [(t33+n33+K33+H33)xa+m3a3-m33rx+R3a3-R33rx]da, 
1: 

d3 = - J (t33+n33+K33+H33)da, 
1: 

d4 = - J e3rxp[xa(t3p+n3p+K3p+H3p)+m3rxp+R3ap]da. 
1: 

The system (5.21) uniquely determines the constants hs. Thus the flexure problem 
is solved. 

5* 
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6. Conclusions 

In this paper we established the procedure for determining the solution of Saint
Venant's problem for elastic solids with microstructure. 

As in classical elasticity the problem is reduced to solving plane problems. The com
ponents of the displacement vector have the same form as in the classical theory. The 
effect of microstructure is present by means of the auxiliary plane strain problems A<s>. 

The solutions of auxiliary plane strain problems are independent of the loading of 
the beam. They can be determined when the elastic coefficients and the domain of cross
section are prescribed. The solutions of these problems in the classical theory, for homo
geneous and isotropic solids, are 

-..,(2) -
V} -

v<J> = 

). 

- 2( A+ fl) X 1 X 2' 

A 
2( A+ ,U) Xoo 

A 
V(l)- - X X 

2 - -2(A+,u) 1 2• 

<2> _ A ( 2 2) <2> 0 
V2 - 4(A+#) X1 -x2 , v 3 = , 

where A, ,u are the Lame moduli and qy is the solution of the boundary value problem 

(/J.aa. = 0 on .E, (/J,a.na. = ea.p 3na.Xp on L. 

The case of micropolar elastic solids was studied in [7]. 
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